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TCC Expands Powers,
RevisesJudicialSystem
hv Richard Klihnnor wby Richard KlibanerAt a special meeting Wednesday evening
the Trinity College Council voted itself in-
creased powers and the authority to make
recommendations concerning any area of
College affairs.
At the 7-hour long meeting, the council
also affirmed the authority of the president
to remove matters from the adjudicative
system when he feels such action is
necessary.
The Council approved, in modified form,
an addition to the introduction to the ad-
judicative system proposed by President
Lockwood in a letter to the Council.
The addition states:
"If, in the judgement of the President of
the College, a matter before the ad-
judicative system transcends either the
juridiction or the capacity of the ad-
judicative system, then the president may
remand the matter to the civil authorities,
or to the court, or he may act directly
himself with the full understanding that the
need fordue process will be respected."
Four of the five student members who
attended the TCC meeting opposed the
addition to the adjudicative system. Tim N.
Wallach, Charles Yager, John Stevens, and
Andrew Wolf .said that they felt the
President's right to remove cases from the
adjudicative system should not be
specifically acknowledged by the system.
One student member, Robert Osher,
argued that since the president has the
authority to take any disciplinary action
which he feels, necessary, the president's
power should be acknowledged in the ad-
judicative system and made:.clear to the
College community.
After approving the change in the ad-
judicative system, the Council amended and
passed a series of motions proposed last
April by TCC committee. If the motions are
accepted by the President, they will allow
the Council to consider issues previously
outside its jurisdiction and make recom-
mendations to any group at the College
including the Board of Trustees.
Evaluation
Next week, at registration, students
are asked to fill out an evaluation form
for each of the courses taken in the past
Christmas term. The Medusa will
compile the results and issue an interim
report in the Spring. Sample question-
naire appears on page 6.
The TCC was originally established by the
President to advise him on non-academic
matters.
The first proposal enacted Wednesday
would allow the Council to issue recom-
mendations on all questions which, "in its
collective judgement, are of moment to the
institution."
Under the second proposal accepted at the
meeting, the TCC would send recom-
mendations to "The constituencies
represented on the Trinity College Council
and to the President." Undergraduates and
graduate students, the faculty, the ad-
ministration, the Parents Association, the
Board of Fellows, and the secretarial staff
are represented on the Council.
The new procedures also state that "When
the TCC transmits its actions to other bodies
in the College, it will expect a response in a
reasonable time." If a response is not
received, the Council will send its recom-
mendations to the President. The Council
may suggest that the President implement
its recommendations.
The Council also proposed procedures for
sending recommendations which require
changes in the statutes of the College to the
Board of Trustees through the President.
The new procedures would require that the
President explain his reasons in writing to
the Council if he decides not to forward the
Council's recommendations to the Trustees.
Robbins Winslow, Dean for Educational
Services, opposed the motion expanding
charge of the Council to include academic
matters. Winslow, the Council's smallest
secretary, said that the Council "was to
keep out of auricular matters." Winslow
opposed any new authority for the Council.
"We don't have time to deal with what we're
charged with now," Winslow said.
Robert B. Oxnam, assistant professor of
history, supporting the proposal for wider
authority, said that the Council would only
discuss questions which members of the
Council considered important.
The proposals for expanding the Council's
authority will be sent to the President. He
can approve or reject the proposals or ask
that they be modified. If the President asks
the Council to modify the proposals, the
Council will decide whether to accept his
request for changes. If the President rejects
the Council's proposals, he must give the
council his reasons in writing.
The President will also have to rule on the
Council's addition to the adjudicative
system.
Brandy, Anyone?
Brandy and dinner highlighted a seven hour TCC meeting Wednesday, as the Council
redefined its position in college governance and made amendments to the College Ad-judicative System.
College Affairs Committee
Asks Revised Policy Role
by Matthew Moioshok
The College Affairs Committee will again
ask the Faculty to change its charge to the
committee. •'"
In a motion prepared during a meeting
Wednesday afternoon, the committee
requests authority to "deliberate and
prepare overall policy in matters of Com-
munity Life and receive and review the
implementation of policy in matters of
Community Life."
According to George C. Higgins, Jr.,
college counselor and chairman of the
committee, if the motion passes, President
Lockwood will dissolve the recently formed
Special Presidential Commission on
Community Life policy.
Higgins said,that the President feels the
commission would duplicate the workings of
a newly charged College Affairs Committee
and would complicate the decision-making
processes of the College.
The revised charge would make the
Committee's role in policy-making more
explicit, according to Higgins. The College
Affairs Committee can only "advise the
Dean pf Community Life" under its present
charge, he said. The new charge, would •
explicitly state that the committee could
advise all administrators connected with
Community Life in making policy decisions,
Higgins said the committee defines
"Community Life" as all areas under the
authority of the Dean of Community Life.
The committee wishes to be involved only
in broad policy recommendations, Higgins
said. As an example, he used the question of
the dining hall. He said the committee did
not want to involve itself too deeply in
choosing the kinds of dishwashing equip-
ment used in the kitchen, or how many
serving lines ought to be installed. He said
the committee would be concerned with the
question of whether the College should
provide dining facilities..
As well as specifying the role of the
(Continued on Page 6)
Groups Disbanding
Student Interest In Campus Organizations Dropping
by John Mattus
(Editor's note: This is the first of a series of
articles .on student organizations and
student interests.)
Nearly half of the student organizations
existing at the College during the past
decade have not survived to 1971 and the
rest may not be around much longer.
Insufficient interest among students has
killed over 30 student organizations since
1960.
The kilt-wearing bagpipers of the Pipes
and Drums were active in 1964, but the
group has since lost its air. The French
Club, S.D.S., Trinity Folksingers and the
Rifle Club all have disappeared from the
Trinity campus.
Student clubs are not the only
organizations to be affected by vanishing
memberships. Such organizations as Junior
Advisors and the Freshman Executive
Council, fixtures.on the campus only two
years ago, no longer exist.
The most notable organization to fall was
the student Senate which vanished last
spring.
None of these organizations has resur-
faced on the Trinity campus and only a few
have been integrated into new
organizations.
Nearly every organization on campus is
experiencing a dwindling membership and
decreasing interest among students.
Several are dangerously close to extinction.
The debating society, the Atheneum, has
not found even slight student support and
has spent only 80i( out of its $100 budget for
this year.
The Ghost Shirt Society, Young
Democrats and Spanish Club are all listed in
the current College catalogue, but since its
printing, have ceased to exist.
Officers of nearly every organization have
reported trouble in obtaining and holding
student membership. They have difficulty in
stimulating interest and initiative in the
members they do have. Several officers
feared that no one would succeed the
current leadership after they have
graduated.
The declining activity of the organizations
is reflected in declining membershios.
reports by officers of lack of interest among
members, and a slowness in spending the
allotted budget for activities.
The fraternities : are also facing
decreasing student interest. They were once
able to turn away many applicants and still
have healthy, active frats, but today the
fraternities are desperate for brothers.
The decline in membership which lowers
vital revenues has forced some campus
fraternities to accept co-eds, make their
membership criteria more lenient, stop
paying national dues and sever national ties,
or engage in semester-long rushes to attract
new pledges.
Only a handful of campus organizations
have reported increased membership. In
general these are social-action groups,
Od Squad, which helps disadvantaged
children in Hartford, has four times the
membership it had last year. But members
are doing less than last year, and many
students dropped out soon after they joined.
The Trinity College Action Center and the
Revitalization Corps also were established
during the past two years and report dif-
ficulties in keeping people interested and
active in their programs.
According to Ivan A. Backer, special
assistant for community affairs, students
are less interested in social action groups
this year but student interest in Hartford's
problems has remained the same. Social-
action projects on campus have declined.
Student activity in campus organizations
appears to have peaked in the mid 1960's
with many new clubs being formed and
organizations boasting large memberships.
Special-interest organizations dominated
the College Handbooks of the 1960's, But
such groups as the Engineering Club, Sports
Car Club, and Flying Club no longer exist.
Interest in civil rights and politics in the
early '60's was reflected in the emergence of
such social-action groups as the Committee
Organized to Defend Equality in 1960 and
the Northern Student Movement in 1961.
Both have since vanished.
Two new fraternities were established on
campus during the '60's, QED in 1960, since
disbanded, and Phi Mu Delta in 1966.
The trend has been for students to ignore
all types of campus organizations. Special-
interest groups have suffered the most while
social-action groups have been hurt less.
1
 Student activity has declined in all fields
including literary, musical, drama and
student government groups.
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Skimming
Lennon Album: Simple Music, Bold Lyrics
by John Speziale
John Lennon's album, Plastic Ono Band,
has arrived. It's not as overdone as George
Harrison's album (that thick apple jam!).
It's not as egocentric as McCartney's (He
did it all by himself?). And it's not as
predictable as Ringo's (twang, twang,
twang). It is a good album; especially in-
strumentally. The music is somewhat
simple, more often complementing the
songs rather than dominating them. The
lyrics range from intelligently insightful to
simple to sentimental to anti-social (And
this is also the order in which I like them).
None of the lyrics are very profound, but
many of them are bold. I've got mixed
feelings about them. In fact, I've got mixed
feelings about all aspects of this album.
Anyway, here it is, blow by blow (so to
speakj; , .
Side one: "Mother": I don't really un-
derstand the bell tolling at the beginning of
this song, but it doesn't bother me, This is
one of the best cuts on the album. The lyrics
in this ballad are pretty good. What interests
me is the Oedipa lline: "Mother, you had me
but I never had you." The song says good-
bye to the past, but Lennon wishes it could
have been better. The instrumental backing
is simple (single chords hit on guitar and
piano), and the singing is bluesy (It sounds
like a spiritual.) - he handles it quite well. I
especially like the ending and the way he
shout-sings the word "go". He screams -
but on key.
"Hold on John": The chords on this song
are somewhat slick and sophisticated (It
reminds me of "Sun King" on Abbey
.Road;)..But there is a simplicity here that
saves the song from being too sugary sweet.
The lyrics are the worst Lennon has to offer.
And although simple, even poor, lyrics can
be accepted in a song which has a good
enough instrumental backing, the backing
here is only fair. I wouldn't skip over this
song, though it is kind of boring. Just yawn
and get ready for cut three.
"I Found Out": The lyrics here, although
they offer a realistic warning against the
evils of dope, freakiness, straightness, and
spirituality, are still rather clinche. And,
although I admire
 r.Lennon's boldness at
having referred to masturbation in a rock
song, the phrase "sitting there with your
cock in your hand" is tired and unartistic. I
like the simple rocking beat provided by
Hingo on drums and Klaus Voorman on
bass. And Lennon's guitar work keeps it
moving too. The melody is okay -
reminiscent of the Plastic Ono Band singles.
There are, admittedly, some people who will
swear by the social message in this song. Be
nice to them; and ask them to dance.
. "Working Class Hero": This is a perfect
early sixties type folk song (Remember
acoustic Dylan?). There is only a guitar and
a voice here. The words are well planned out
to fit rhythmically into the length of the
verses. I don't usually like protest songs, but
I like this song. Lennon is singing protest,
but he sounds somewhat lonely and sad - not
angry. And the language he uses is real and
well constructed, even if the message is not
really profound.
"Isolation": The mediocre lyrics are very
much in line with the persecution which
John and Yoko constantly claim to be suf-
fering. The music, .too, sounds familiar, but
the piano (keeping rhythm) and, organ
•i //if/ ': • . \
(droning chords) sound good together. The
rhythm changes in the refrain and Letihon
starts to shout-sing (It sounds similar to
"Happiness is a Warm Gun."). The abrupt
ending leaves me feeling surprised and sort
of up in the air, suspended (isolated?). It's
very interesting,
Side two: "Remember": The message
here is one of hope. It's certainly not a new
message, but it is unoffensive at least, and,
besides, the music is the important part of
the song. There is a bouncing stacatto beat
using bass, piano, and drums (good ol'
Ringo!). The refrain is terrific. The bass
lines•are-McCartney-ish, and the harmony
(Lennon with Lennon) is in thirds and very
reminiscent of the early Beatles. It is
definitely a singalong refrain. The ending is
similar to the ending on "Isolation". Lennon
shouts the last line, the music and singing
end abruptly, and then there is an explosion.
"The same feeling of suspension'has been
created, but it is more intense. This isn't
very original,,but it is well executed.
"Love": Someone is playing a piano in a
large room down the corridor. You walk into
the room and as you get closer to the piano
\ t :
the music gets louder. Then Lennon starts to
sing. This is the prettiest song on the album.
The lyrics consist of a list of sentimental
cliches defining love. All of them are
probably true. But the total gentle effect is
what I like about this song.
"Well, Well, Well": Musically, this is the
worst song on the album. It is harsh and
pounding. Lennon's voice is tough. There is
a lot of fuzzy guitar and repetitious bass and
drum. It's too noisy. And the shouting in the
middle simply assaults my head.(ouch.),
Even shouting on key doesn't help here. I
don't mind screaming when the singer is
excited and is singing an exciting song. But I
can't muster up enough emotion here to feel
very excited, and I'm surprised at Lennon's
energy. I like the lyrics, though. They're
quite humorous:
"I took my loved one out to dinner
so we could-.get a bit to eat.
And though we both had been much
thinner
she looked so beautiful I could eat her."
I'm assuming, of course, that such lyrics are
meant to be taken as tongue in cheek (so to
speak).
"Look at Me": The lyrics are sentimental,
but I don't doubt their sincerity. They
remind me of Harry Nilsson or Randy
Newman's clever playing around with
overly simple lines - making songs out of
them. Lennon's voice and picking style are
reminiscent of his "Julia". And it sounds
almost like he is singing through a leslie on
the "on, my love" parts.
"God": The title of this song is
discouraging to sav the least, and all the
skeptics will listen closely to this one.
But the lyrics seem to indicate that Lennon's
recent psychotherapy has paid off in some
respects. He's tried everything from drugs
to meditation and I think he is now closer to
reality than he ever was. "God", he says,
"is a concept by which we measure our
pain." I would like to replace "pain" with
"guilt", but I don't disagree with him. I find
the lyrics insightful and bold. This song is
going to insult some people. Yet, I don't
think it is meant to insult, He ends the
refrain abruptly with "I don't believe in
Beatles" (obviously for emphasis) but
judging from Lennon's remarks in the
recent Rolling Stone interview, I don't think
this statement is meant to be flavored with
deceit. This song is a good musical
statement of facts, as Lennon sees them, not
a song of protest. It is a strong ballad. Billy
Preston's piano is complimentary. Lennon's
voice flows nicely on the last verse,
"Mummy's Dead": This is a short cut
which sounds like an old, beat up children's
record. The melody is like a kiddie song, but
the words are rather sad, and probably
intended to be shocking. It is effective, but it
is probably the most gimmicky song on the
album.
The end. Plastic Ono Band is a listenable
album. It is an enjoyable album. I like it.
But, as is the problem with many of the
other "super star" albums of late (Steve
Stills, Paul McCartney, George Harrison,
Eric Clapton, yes, even Jesus Christ), I am
often tempted to make that discouraging
admittance: "It's good. But considering
who it is . ..."
Maybe it's not fair to expect too much
from an artist (He can't be great all of the
time.). But whether John Lennon's album is
valid or not, whether it is good or not, and
whether or not it is fair to expect more from
him, one fact still remains: It is not a
collection of his greatest songs. Lennon's
sharp wit and fine sense of good rock and
roll are lacking on this record. Okay. In the
future I won't expect him to use these
talents, I'll just hope that he does.
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"Streetcar Named Desire
A Rare, Powerful Film
TRINITY TRIPOD Page 3
by Christopher Sehring
Reviewing a film that was made twenty
years ago is usually a tricky task, because it
is a rare film that can hold up over a long
span of time and still possess the same force
and power it had when it was first released.
Elia Kazan's cinematic adaption of Ten-
nessee Williams' play, A Streetcar Named
Desire, has again slithered into movie
houses and, despite the tempermental ac-
ting of its stars, is still a fine and powerful
movie.
Vivien Leigh is Blanche DuBois - a widow
who has sold her family's home in Oriel,
Miss., and moves to New Orleans to live
with her sister, Stella (Kim Hunter), and
her brutish husband, Stanley (Marlon
Brando). In this hot, semi-barbaric world,
Blanche attempts to act the transplanted
"southern Belle", and lures one of Stanley's
Yale To Offer
New"Macbeth"
The Yale Repertory Theatre has
scheduled three special matinees in addition
to the regular performance schedule of its
next production, an experimental version of
William Shakespeare's "Macbeth."
Because the production is of particular
interest to students at the high school and
college levels, three additional mid-week
matinees, Wednesday, February 24, March
3 and 10 at 2:30 p.m. will be presented at the
New Theatre, 1120 Chapel Street, New
Haven.
Directed by Robert Brustein, artistic
director of the Yale Repertory Theatre and
dean of the Yale School of Drama, the
production will examine the supernatural
elements of the play as extensions of ex-
traterrestrial forces and their influence
upon a primitive phase of human history.
Tickets for the special Wednesday
matinees are $1.50 each for students. For
further group sales information contact
Mrs. Hauptman at the Yale Repertory
Theatre, 222 York Street, New Haven, or
call 436-3164. The play opens Feb. 18.
friends almost to the point of marriage. Bui
Stanley, who has "seen through" her from
the start in his own, crude way, investigates
into her past and discovers that Blanche was
practically thrown out of Oriel because of a
scandal involving a seventeen year old boy.
Blanche's affair is ended, she is raped by
Stanley, and, at the end, deeply in need of
"psychological help, she is led off to an
asylum.
Plays turned into movies are very com-
plicated and delicate transformations. In
some of the less notable play-films, the
camera serves as nothing more than an
instrument to capture the scenes of the play
out of doors or in some unique location. But
Elia Kazan did a very good job at creating
the mood of the entire film with his camera -
a mood that could have not been as suc-
cessful on stage. The introduction of the
characters to the audience is a good
example. We first see Blanche as she
emerges from a cloud of smoke at a train
station, as if smoke symbolizes her sordid
past. The introduction of Stanley/Brando at
the bowling alley - fighting with some men
over a game - sets up his character as
strong, brutal, and savage. And the most
impressive use of the camera - the old
woman (representing Death) selling flowers
in the misty, narrow streets of New Orleans
- is both foreboding and powerful.
The acting of the cast seemed a bit more
forced and melodramatic than I think it
should have been, but times and methods
have drastically changed since 1951. Vivien
Leigh copped her second Oscar with her
performance of Blanche (who reminded me
of some early Bette Davis character), but
she invoked several titters from the
audience Tuesday night. True, Miss Leigh's
style of acting is from another era, but
perhaps the real reason for the snickers is
that the audience felt uncomfortable wat-
ching the tragic plight of Blanche and tried
to use laughter as an escape outlet. It's
pathetic when people, even though they are
already masked by the darkness of the
theater, must try to hide their true feelings
behind embarrassed laughter.
I am convinced that Kazan is the only
director who has been able to utilize the
talents of Marlon Brando (see also On the
Waterfront, Viva Zapata!) to the greatest
effect. Kazan is willing to allow Brando to
express more of his own interpretation and
personality in his roles, and this accounts
for their great success together. Brando is
one of the finest actors around today
(despite his 'Marc Antony' and 'Fletcher
Christian'), but his strength comes from his
projection of himself into the character - not
necessarily his technical ability.
Overall, the film was quite good, very
tragic, and fairly moving. The musical
score was adequate, though at times it
became a bit too bold and brassy. The ac-
ting, direction, and production were all well
above average. A Streetcar Named Desire
is a fine film.
MHBOG-
presents
SNOW SCULPTURE
Competition Saturday
(weather permitting)
SEE MATHER HALL DESK
FOR APPLICATIONS
Prize: 2 Kegs of Beer
Tonight Show
Buffy Sainte-Marie will appear in concert tonight in Ferris Gymnasium at 8:00. Tickets
for her performance are $3.50.
sup for grab
yes $100 friends,
Sure a good picture is worth lots
of words. But hell. A thousand
words and twenty-five cents won't
get you on the subway. What you
want is to convert your art into cold
cash. Right now. Before the buck
get devalued any further.
That's why the Trinity Tripod is
sponsoring a photography contest.
We'll probabiy be accused o!
knowing the price of everything
and the value of nothing. But that
doesn't shame us, and it shouldn't
bother you. Mickey Spillane says
that even Shakespeare wrote
because he needed the dough.
There'll be silver certificates
worth forty, thirty, twenty and ten
bucks for the fiur best pictures we
get. To enter, send us two copies of
your picture--a mounted print at
least 8 by 10, and an unmounted
glossy no bigger than 8 by 10. You
can enter as many pictures as you
want, so if you send us four really
good ones, you may win a hundred
bills.
Enough to pay your room rent
for about a month.
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EDITORIAL SECTION
Friday, February 5, 1071
A Vote of No Confidence
The College Council has dealt a blow to its own creation, the Adjudicative
System, in amove that brings us back to the days when the student senate
rejected the first adjudicative proposal.
On Wednesday, the Council passed an amendment to the Adjudicative
preamble explaining that the system was just a facade anyway because the
President could take any case from it if, in his opinion, the case "exceeds
either its capacity to deal with the matter or if it falls out of the juridiction of
the system." r! ie second half of that statement only demonstrates a
propensity for redundancy since any case not lying within the jurisdiction of
the Adjudicative System would have been removed by the Board of Original
Disposition. But it is the first part of that new statement which once again
emphasizes that college governance by anyone other than the trustees is
just a gc.me.
The amendment was made at the behest of President Lockwood, He felt
that it would be unfair to the community if it was not stated explicitly that in
fact he has the power to do just about anything when it comes to discipline
and that he would use that power whenever he saw the necessity. Obviously
the President is not going to bypass the Adjudicative System except when
the situation is grave •- like a fire, riot or even a sit in.
But as Mr. Salisch argued on Wednesday, a system which cannot operate
under situations of most strain is not a viable system at all. If the Council
cannot trust the system to judge for itself when it cannot handle the situation
then who else can trust the system? If you cannot trust collegiality in times
of tension, when can you trust it, or, more aptly, when else is it worth
trusting?
None of us can argue with the President when he says he has the legal
right and responsibility to do whatever he sees best for the institution, even
bypassing the Adjudicative System. However, students have never con-
doned that power (analogous in effect to the college's not condoning over-
night visitation), nor do we recognize it. It was the question of recognition of
trustee power which doomed the first Adjudicative proposal, when the
senate refused to recognize the option of reversing decisions of an ad-
judicative panel. The same objection must be made afresh.
Finaliy, the new amendment has closed another channel of college
communications in a time of crisis. Without the amendment, the Board of
Original Disposition could have put up a fight over who would handle the
case - the President or themselves. They could have applied pressure on
behalf of the community at a time when the President faced increasing
pressures from outside the campus. With the new amendment, the
President can close discussion on the matter by pointing to the preamble,
and the community will have to seek other, less traditional means of making
their point. Certainly such a situation would not be far advanced from that of
the '68 Sit-in, when the need for the Adjudicative System first arose.
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LETTERS to the editor
'Wake Up'
To the Editor:
The Greening of Economics
The Economics Department, lolling
somewhere between Consciousness I and II,
has surprised no one by consistently being
both ~elf-centered and self-righteous.
Recen.ly, however, it has demonstrated that
behind the mild-mannered, rather bland
exterior lurks forces that seek to restrain
the free competition of ideas and academic
understanding.
The "Mother" department, as it refers to
itself, seemed to be sincere when it solicited
recommendations for changes in the
structure and course offerings withing the
dept. In the spirit of the revolution of con-
sciousness that will bring the Greening of
America and eventually, Trinity, " I "
'Consciousness GNP'
To the Editor:
The recent Tripod editorial "Wake Up"
was superb!. It demonstrates a courageous
and perceptive analysis of the continuing
malaise of the Trinity College community.
An atmosphere of negativism and
mediocrity is difficult to define, but this
paper made its point with great impact.
Unfortunately one feels compelled to
agree with the Tripod's observations. As a
Trinity student attending another in-
stitution, one's perspective is altered and
insight somewhat sharpened. Despite the
presence of a fine academic program,
competent faculty, progressive ad-
ministration and bright student body,
Trinity has "buried too much of their
creativity, their sensitivity, their in-
telligence, and their drive for improvement
in a coffin of selfishness, laziness and
complacency" as the Tripod astutely noted.
When an editorial such as this appears on
a campus it would seem that much of the
campus should roar with surprise and anger
at thesituation. Thefact that it is greeted with
simple acknowledgement and apathy is
disheartening. As Pearlstein points out,
"time is running out and your college is
running down". Certainly my own past
contribution to the Trinity community has
been slight, but if today the bright, com-
mitted, compassionate members of the
college rise to the front and demand quality
of education and life from their ad-
ministration, faculty and themselves, we
can regain a sense of pride in what is now in
danger of becoming slightly less than a truly
fine college.
Trinity has the material for greatness, but
it lacks the committment. The time has
certainly come to "Wake Up".
Sincerely, George Bachrach
Northampton, Mass.
submitted a three page "open letter"
containing what "I" believed were valid
suggestions.
Having faith in intellectual honesty, "I"
believed the dept. would distribute these
already typed and stenciled critiques to the
majors, potential majors, and the com-
munity; the suggestions didn't even reach
all the members of the dept. faculty,
however. They found their way into the
memory hole, apparently not worthwhile
enough to merit open discussion.
Briefly, the argument went as follows:
The days of the parochial "major" in a
liberal arts college are drawing to a close,
and thus the Economics Department should
follow the college's lead and encourage (not
hinder) independent studies, open
semesters and combined majors. Since the
number of Trinity students going on to
graduate school in Economics or even to
Business School has diminished greatly, the
broadest interpretation of the economics
"discipline" should be fostered. The
relevance of even basic economic principles
is that they can be applied to almost any
subject; new applications of economic
analysis should be the purpose, not the
enemy, of the oconomisl.
The department should establish junior
level seminars that allow for theoretical and
applied research, on topics such as finan-
cing secondary and college education
(public and private); the cities; or state and!
local governments. It should also establish
combined seminars with the government,
sociology and mathematics ( and other)
departments.
A seminar in Economic Development
could follow a basic framework; each
semester, a different professor will
supervise the study of a particular
geographical area (Asia; Africa)--the
members of the seminar will first read
background theoretical works, and then
individually study particular countries, or
sectors of economies, stressing the ap-
plication and modification of the theory.
Another course might present the ap-
proaches of capitalism, socialism and
communism to the contemporary problems
of pollution, insurance and inflation.
The additional teaching manpower for
these proposed courses could come from
allowing undergraduates to take
"graduate" courses thai, are essentially
similar to undergraduate ones; or, by
bracketing undergraduate courses to induce
professors to offer new not repeated,
courses. Courses that now seem "polular"
wouldn't necessarily double in enrollment
every other year because with a real choice,
students wouldn't be backed into the same
quagmires.
(Continued on Page 6)
'Uncured Ham'
To the editor,
With regard to your slanderous caption on my participation in the Ch'ing game, I can only
say this: , ' •
I trust this clears the matter up.
Yours, David Sarasohn
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Alternate Learning Center
Boardman's Best Class
by Cathy Harris
Arlo Guthrie strummed slowly and told
the tale of Alice's Restaurant over and over
again until finally someone changed the
record and put on Dionne Warwick's
Greatest Movie hits. In this Boardmen Hall
setting, an English classroom, two teachers
and sbc.students sat and talked. One student
was rewriting a test which he had failed.
The Alternate Learning Center functions
in this informal way everyday. Its at-
mosphere is "homogenious," one young
teacher said, adding, "I like" the lack of
structure. You can get results."
The purpose of the ALC is to academically
ese
stiidents have
n@ver been
n^de aware of
tklerits
and socially rehabilitate high school
students who cannot function in the public
schools. ALC tries to train potential
dropouts and disruption students to cope
with the problems of overcrowded high
schools where personal attention rarely
exists.
"Kids become discipline problems as a
defense mechanism, because they can't
cope in a group. They need individual help.
They have environment problems, family
problems, social problems," according to
Dick Behn, an English teacher at the
Center.
Students are not admitted to the ALC
unless they want to come. One of the tacit
understandings of the program is that if a
student skips school one day, he might as
well not come the next. The school is
founded on the premise that students are
there to learn, that it is their responsibility
to make an effort and to cooperate.
Otherwise they can leave. The students
understand this premise, and cooperate,
Behn said.
"A lack of motivation is probably their
greatest common denominator" Behn
commented. He said that the center aims to
help the students improve their self-images
and thus make • their motivations more
personal and direct.
The National Teaching Corps sponsors the
program, and NTC interns teach the
classes. The interns are paid "subsistance-
level" wages, and are awarded masters
degrees at the end of their internship.
Eleven interns, a team leader, a unit leader,
a part time guidance counsellor and a part
time social worker man the center. There
are 26 students.
"Teachers in regular high schools are
knowledge-givers: ALC teachers are social
workers, and friends, as well" another
English teacher, Joe Amodio, asserted. He
said that by establishing friendships with
the students, teachers could lessen the
problems associated with standard
educational methods.
"Kids have built-in suspicions," Behn
said. He added that unless they trust their
teachers, they will often become discipline
problems.
The ALC program started out with the
premise that teachers would give the
students education, not guidance. However,
the teachers found that the two were in-
separably connected, because the concept of
teaching is a very personal one at the
center.
A teacher gave an example of a student
who, he felt, needed psychiatric help. The
student, however, shied away from the idea.
He viewed psychiatrists as untrustworthy
"Shrinks". Instead of forcing the boy into
seeing a doctor, the teacher let him in-
ALC students benefit from low student-teacher ratio in an informal atmosphere.
vestigate psychiatric procedures by reading
about them. In the end, the student volun-
tarily asked to see a doctor.
At ALC, education goes beyond the
classroom. Teachers have made a pointed
effort to use all available resources and
facilities, both at the College and outside it.
Students use the biology labs, the gym-
nasium, and the Austin Arts Center. The
Cinestudio gives them free tickets. Students
eat lunch in the Cave. Teachers often take
their students on outings to automobile
shows, to McDonalds, or on walking tours of
Boston. These facilities and activities have
given student, an idea of what exists beyond
their home surroundings.
Teachers at the. Center have also tried to
acquaint students -with the various city
agencies at their disposal, such as the
Consumer Affairs Agency.
The ALC tries to accommodate the needs
of the students; "busywork" is a rare
phenomenon. Students are encouraged to
write poems, to make collages, to be
creative. Most of these students have never
been made aware of their own talents and
skills, and many of them show fresh ap-
proaches and original ways of expressing
themselves. One "poet," Kimberly Taylor,
wrote:
X-Ray Your Lives!
Anxiousness destroys us.
Birth control controls us.
Condemned neighbors condemn us.
Different races deny us.
Effort ceases within us.
Force increases among us. . .
Zero hour is now!
Collages cover the walls, and students
have painted their poetry on the walls in the
halls.
The curriculum was originally based on
the theme of communication. Now,
however, the Center has begun to institute
vocational studies as well, featuring
English, science, math, music, physical
education, social sciences and aviation.
Teachers at the Center expressed
disappointment that more Trinity Students
had not shown an interest in the Center.
They said that there is a real need for tutors
in all fields, especially in biology, math,
English, reading, science, dance and music.
They also encouraged "big brother" ac-
tivities. No Trinity students are connected
with the Center now, Behn said. He,felt that
additional help would be of great value, both
to the students and to the tutors.
"If you can change a kid's self-image and
give him confidence, that's half the battle",
Behn concluded. "If they have the self-
confidence, they can get their education and
do what they want with their lives."
Yeshiva
YESHIVA 101 will convene again Friday,
February 5, in Goodwin Lounge at 4:00
p.m. The topic of conversation will be
Thomas Mann's The Magic Mountain.
UST60
U)6VG
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(from P . I )
College Affairs Committee, the new charge
adds four new members to the committee.
The new members, are the assistant dean
-'-for... Residential Life, the director of the
Mather Campus Center,-the director of
Buildings and Grounds, and the Budget
director.
Higgins explained that the new members
were named their offices' concern in the
areas of community life policy. At the
present time, the oniy administrators on the
faculty-student committee are the Dean of
Community Life and the President.
According to Higgins they would be in-
volved in the deliberations of the committee.
"I can't imagine any area of housing that
would not involve each of these ad-
ministrators," he said.
Higgins said it was his understanding
from a conversation with the President,
February 1 that the President believed the
Presidential Commission would be un-
necessary if the Faculty approved the
revised charge. The President feels the
committee and the commission would
perform the same functions,
Higgins assumes that if the motion does
not pass Tuesday's meeting the President
will keep the commission.
The motion also proposes that the elected
members of the committee shall act as a
grievance committee for the student body
on matters pertaining to student affairs and
residential 'ife. (It is assumed that all
disciplinary matters will be handled
through the Trinity College Adjudieative
Process.
'Wake Up ' . . .
(from P. 6)
The original letter of suggestions, which
was called THE BROAD STREET
JOURNAL, urged all members of the
department to air their views. Perhaps the
"author" was too sarcastic in his remarks.
Therefore, "I" wish to apologize for my
original concluding two paragraphs:
"If nowhereelse, at least keep your finger
on the comatose pulse of the department.
Find out who your advisor is and pester him.
Ask him when he'll offer a course different
From the one he's been giving since Keynes
was knee-high to a martini glass.
"Beware of CONSTRAINTS. The only
way the department claims it can offer new
courses is to 'free up' faculty members from
already 'over-subscribed' courses; but if the
faculty is 'free' to offer better courses, they
will attract more students, and no longer be
'free'; hence, they can't offer new courses.'
BEWARE YOSSARIAN.
Respectfully,
'•"Adam Smith" .
Counseling
The First National Bank will hold in-
terviews on campus Wednesday;
February loth instead of Tuesday,
February 9th, as originally announced.
Sitter
Babysitter-5 nights a week: 12 midnight
to 8 a.m.,Contact Mrs. Willich, night
nurse at' infirmary,:; for further in-
formation. Home 232-2042 or Medical
Office 246-3932 •
Registration
Registration will be held Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday, February 8
through 10 in the Washington Room.
Please report according to the schedule
printed on the back of the Registration
memorandum that was sent to all
students at the beginning of the
semester. II you cannot report as
scheduled, please contact Miss Grogan in
the Registrar's office.
All courses dropped or added to those
signed up for at preregistration must be
evidenced by the change-of-course card
with the appropriate signatures
Courses dropped after registration are
entered on the permanent record card
are graded either Drop- Pass or Drop-
tau, and are counted as one of the
courses attempted, in determining
academic probation.
I
m
Imm
1
w
Sample Course Evaluation
This evaluation is designed to provide students with adequate information in advance about courses which
are available to them, Please consider these questions carefuUy. The results will be published for student and
aptease respond to the following questions by circling your choice in the accompaning scale. Fill out one
questionnaire for each course completed during the Christmas Term 1970, A form need not be completed for
independent study courses and physical education courses. (Leave blank if questions do not apply.)
m
l
88
Department and Course Number
Course Title,
Pass-Fail: Yes — No.
m
:•:•:•:•:i
, Your Major
Instructor, Class: Fresh. Soph. Jr. Sr.
Was this course required for your major? Yes,™. No m
:•:•:•:: l. How well did the course cover the stated tppic?
•:•$ 2. To what extent did the professor express interest and en-
S$ thusiasm in his subject? 1.1. Was your professor available outside of class'.'
in. Do you i'eei you deserved the grade you received in the -gig
course?
::•:•:•: 3, What was the extent of student participation in the 12. Did your professor return assignments (exams, papers, :••:$
$£; classroom? «lc.) within a reasonable period of time? Jig
';:>$ 4. How would you evaluate the lectures? 13. Was the !ab valuable? ^
>•:$ 5, How would you rate your assignments?
:•:•$ (i. How essential was class attendance to your grasp of course
£•••£ material?
•:$:
.•:•:•:•: 7. How would you classify your work load in this course?
;:•:•;•: (1. Was the course oriented toward tests or papers?
:•:•:•:•!). Was a final exam required?¥#:
•:•:•:
1I
14. Wore required educational materials accessible, i.e., closed '$$:•
reserve, open reserve, listening room, language labs, etc? $i$
15. What is your over-all evaluation of the courses?
COMMENTS:
I
If
m
i
•
m
You might be happier at y£tna.
If you have a gift for people—helping
them, guiding them~/Etna would like yoir
to consider taking an administrative posi-
tion with us.
Why insurance? Because insurance was
invented to help people solve problems.
Why /Etna? Because we have an excellent
record in doing just.that. Today, 27 mil-
lion people look-to us for a more worry-free
life. And that number is growing rapidly.
/Etna has a variety of administrative jobs
open today, both in the field, and in the
home office. Jobs that pay substantial sal-
aries right from the start. They're chal-
lenging jobs in a fast-growing company.
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
and a JOBS-participating company
We suggest you read the ^Etna brochure
"The Whole Truth" that's in thePlacement
Office, Cover to cover, it's an honest pic-
ture of an honest business.
There's a special section in it called "Ad-
ministration and Service" which will give
complete detailed descriptions of jobs for
you. Some will have you dealing with
firms, some with the public, some with in-
dividuals. But all put a premium on versa-
tility, sound judgment, and the ability to
originate and carry out plans and programs.
Coming with /Etna could give you an
excellent chance to help thousands, even
millions of people. Including yourself.
57RTS1 OUR CONCERN IS PEOPLE
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Hartford's Greenblatt
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Points From The City
by Dick Vane
There was a time during Howie Green-
blatt's junior year in high school when his
' basketball future seemed dim. He had in-
jured his right leg while practicing one day,
tearing some cartilage in his knee. He had
':.••*. not been playing much for his Weaver High
School team any way, and the injury
nullified his chances of seeing much more
playing time. Weaver, located in Hartford's
North End. lost in the state finals that year to
Wilbur Cross, but Howie Greenblatt didn't
exactly play a significant role in the team's
success. In fact, he played almost no role at
all.
Greenblatt hadn't made the varsity team
as a sophomore and hadn't played much as a
junior. In his last year of high school play he
wasn't able to make the starting five. He
was Weaver's "sixth man", a. player who
was inserted if something went wrong or if
one of the starters got tired. He hardly ever
•••* shot. He was a ball handler and a good
defensive player, but no sixth man in the
mold of John Havlicek. Weaver fell in the
quarterfinals Greenblatt's senior year, so
Howie ended his high school career without
starting a game.
You would have trouble convincing
Williams that Howie Greenblatt began his
basketball career as a guard who rarely
took a shot and who was renowned primarily
for his defense. Against the Ephs, Green-
blatt, Trinity's captain, fired 29 shots at the
hoop and connected on 15 of them, finishing
Jihe night with 34 points. This weekend Howie
will probably become the fifth player in
Bantam basketball history to pass the 1,000
point mark in career scoring. After the
Union game Greenblatt had accumulated
970 in his three year varsity career, a far cry
from his performance at Weaver. Why the
dramatic difference?
One is tempted to say that the talent was
always there, but because he attended a
school where basketball was considered
more important than homework by many of
the students, the Trinity captain didn't get a
chance toshowit. Butthat answer is wrong by
Greenblatt's own admission. According to
Howie he became a better basketball player
during his freshman year here because he
"had to score". When I was at Weaver there
was no call for me to shoot because there
were four players on the court who could
shoot better than me," said Howie. "I didn't
shoot much during my first few games as a
freshman either, but after a while I gained
more confidence and saw that I had to score,
so I began to shoot more."
Intramurals
Wrestling Coach Jack Daniels has
announced that an intramural wrestling
tournament is in the process of being
organized for the week of February 15
thru February 19. Preliminary matches
will take place in the Ferris Athletic
Center Wrestling Room on February 15
and 17, with the finals on February 19, as
a preliminary event to the Trinity. Frosh,
Trinity-Pawling Basketball Game in the
main gymnasium.
No previous experience is necessary
for participation and all male students
are eligible for the tournament.
"Sign'up" will take place in Coach
Daniels office in the Athletic Center any
time before February 11. All entrants, in
the tournament, must attend two
practice sessions in order to be eligible.
These procedures will be explained
further during the "sign-up" period.
' The following weight classes will be in
competition: 118, 126, 13-i, 142, 150, 158,
177, 190 and HW. ^
Greenblatt's success as a basketball
player then was as much a result of his
attending Trinity as it was his maturing as a
basketball player. His case is much the
same as many city basketball players who
attend colleges such as Trinity. The skills
which the city player employed in high
school, only good enough to make the player
adequate in city competition, when applied
to the level of competition at which Trinity
plays, make his player a star. Howie
became exceptional not only because of his
growth as a basketball player but because
his is playing against players far inferior to
the type he played against in high school.
When Greenblatt played for Weaver,
basketball played a much different part in
his life. "At Weaver basketball was a full
time thing," said Howie. "We were con-
stantly playing pick-up games and
basketball was always on my mind. There
was a tremendous amount of pressure and
everyone in the school felt very intensely
about the basketball team. I would have to
say that I was more concerned about
basketball than • my studies during high
school."
Greenblatt's freshmen team was the
second most successful in the school's
history. But Howie found the attitude
towards basketball radically different from
his high school days. "No one took the
games half so seriously here as they did at
Weaver," said Howie. "Besides that, I
realized that I had to spend much more time
studying than I had to in high school, so my
attitude towards the game changed a little.
Things were much more relaxed here and I
became less tense on the court. I think that
the attitude here is good in the sense that it
makes the game more fun and helps some
players perform better, but in some cases I
think that it can get out of hand. I feel that in
close games teams that are more intense
about the game usually beat teams that are
less intense."
Three members of that freshmen team
started for the varsity during their
sophomore year, one of them being
Greenblatt. The team's record was 9-12, but
they were very successful towards the end
of the year as the sophomores became more
experienced. Last year Trinity had one ofits .
best basketball seasons ever. But this year
Trinity is only 3-7. "I was looking forward to
my senior year after our great freshmen
season," said Howie, "I thought as seniors
we might have been able to produce one of
Trinity's best varsity records. But one of the
key men on our freshmen team left Trinity
and a few didn't come out. Its tough to keep
guys together for four years."
This year Greenblatt has become a
player-coach of sorts. Coach Robie Shults
called him his "second coach" at the
beginning of this season. The captain helps
Shults figure out game plans and defensive
strategies. Before the season he held
practices to get everyone ready for the new
style of offense which the Bantams have
employed this year. He has become the
team's offense and has been the one con-
sistent part of the team's, play thus far. But
the success which Howie had become ac-
customed t o has eluded him this year, his
last in basketball.
"I'm disappointed with our record so far
but I think we could just as easily be 7-3 as 3-
7. We just haven't been able to make the key
play. But in the latter half of the season,
when our sophomores have become more
seasoned, I think that we'll be much
tougher." With two games against Wesleyan
and games against Rochester and UHar
coming up, the experience of the
sophomores may not make much difference,
but Howie Greenblatt might.
Fencers Beaten
ByBulldogsl8-9
The Trinity fencing team was unable to
overcome a two month lay off and an ex-
cellent Yale fencing team Wednesday as it
fell to the Bulldogs 18-9, here. The loss
dropped the Bantams record to 1-2. Co-
captain Marshall Garrison, who, with co-
captain John Gaston, runs the team in the
absence of a coach, said that Yale simply
had a superior team.
Leading the Bantams was Phil Daly who
won all three of his bouts in epee. Arthur
Adams was also a winner in epee, taking two
of his three bouts. Co-captain Garrison was
Trinity's only winner in sabre, winning two
bouts. PaulMeyendorff and Bruce Mc-
Williams each won one bout in foil.
The fencers meet Norwich "and Fairfield
tomorrow at 1:30 in an away match.
t
VSISV
What a Racquet (Lawson Photo)
Freshman Malcolm Davidson is seen putting away a shot against Deerfield Wednesday
here. Davidson, playing number one, was the only freshman to triumph in the frosh's
third loss of the season.
Frosh Drop Third
As Davidson Wins
The Trinity freshman squash team
dropped its third decision in a row Wed-
nesday to prep school power Deerfield, 8-1.
The frosh look for their first win of the
season tomorrow afternoon in a 2:00 p.m.
contest against WilHston here.
Only Malcolm Davidson of coach Roy
Dath's yearlings was successful against the
Massachusetts team. Davidson, playing
number one, easily ousted his opponent, but
other Bantams found the Deerfield op-
position too tough to penetrate.
Summary: Davidson.(T) def. Redfield, 15-
4,15-9,15-7; Sadler (D) def. C. Morgan, 15-5,
6-15, ^5-10, 15-8; McLanahan (D) def. Mc-
CooC 10-15, 15-12, 15-11, 15-13; MacGruer
(D) def. Cowles, 154, 15-6, 15-12; Sanchez
(D) def. Merrow, 15-3, 15-5, 15-7; McClean
(D) def. Heiderich, 15-10, 15-6, 15-7; Dines
(D) def. Stabler, 15-8,15-6,15-12; Reade (D)
def. Rogers,'.11-15, 15-6, 9-15, 15-11, 15-5;
Broome (D) def. J. Morgan, scores not
available.
1971 Intramural
Squash Schedule
League A
St. Anthony Hall
Alpha Delia Phi
Psi Upsilon
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Sigma Nu .
Independent H ;
Courts I, 2 & 3
2 / M 4:00 St.A. vs. AD
4:40 PSIU vs. DKE
5:20 Sigma Nu vs. Ind II
3 / 7
 4:00 St.A. vs. PSIU
4:40 AD VS. DKE
•3^ 3 4:00 Psi vs. Ind. II
4:40 St.A. vs. DKE
5:20 AD vs. Sigma Nu
3/i 4:00 St. A. vs. Siflma Nu
4:40 AD vs. Ind. II
4:00 St. A. vs. Ind. II
4:40 AD vs. PSIU
5:20 DKE VS. Sioma Nu
3/8 4:00 DKE vs. Ind. II
4;20 PSIU vs. Sigma Nu
3/9 4:00 3rd, place teams
play off. :
5:00 1st Teams play qffs
League B
Pi Kappa Alpha1
lota Kappa Alpha
Independent .1
Alpha Chi Rho .
Phi Kappa Psi
The la X- .. '
 :
Courts 4, 5 &.'«•
Pike vs. IKA
Ind. I vs. Crow
PhiPsI vs. TX
Pike vs.
IKA vs.
Ind. 1 vs
Pike vs.
IKA vs.
Pike vs.
IKA vs.
Pike vs.
IKA vs.
Crow vs.
Crow Vs
Ind. 1 v;
Ind. 1
Crow
.. TX
Crow
Phi Psi
Phi Psi
TX
TX
Ind. 1
. phi Psi
. TX •
i. Phi Psi
2nd. place teams-
play off.
Greenblatt Leads Scoring;
Williams Top Rehounder
Captain Howie'Greenblatt was the Trinity
scoring leader in the Bantams' nine game
scoring statistics published this week by the
Trinity College New Bureau. The senior
guard scored 53 points in two games last
week, raising his season's average to 22.4
points per game. He leads the team in field
goals (81), field goal attempts (164), free
throws (40), free throw attempts (62) and
total points (202). An unpublished category
which Greenblatt leads is assists.
Sophomore forward Nat Williams has
proven to be the Bantams' big man un-
derneath the boards. Williams has garnered
112 rebounds to lead the team with a 12.4
rebounds per game average. He has 40 more
rebounds than any other member of the
team. Williams is second in per game
scoring with an average of 15.7.
The only other player in double figures is
junior center Tom McGuirk. McGuirk has
an 11.3 points per game average and also
ranks second in rebounding, grabbing an
average of 9.1 a game.
Sophomore guard Ray Perkins leads the
starters in field goal percentage, connecting
on 19 of his 37 attempts from the floor for a
.514 percentage. Perkins is one of the major
reasons for Greenblatt's scoring success
because he has taken over the captain's task
of covering the opposition's toughest man,
thus allowing Greenblatt to concentrate on
his offense.
Trinity's poor record to date can be
directly attributed to one glaring statistic.
The Bantams have converted only 135 of 250
chances from the foul line for a percentage
of .540. Trinity's opponents have made 173 of
262 attempts from the charity stripe for a
percentage of .660. The 38 point difference is
one of the big rasons why Trinity has only
won three of its ten games thus far.
Draft
Draft counselling available in the
Chapel Monday through Friday 3-5 p.m.
and Monday night 7-9 p.nt. .
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FroshFalltoUnion, 83-64;
Duckett Nets 25 Points
by Mark von Mayrhauser
The Trinity freshmen basketball squad
suffered their second loss of the season on
Tuesday night, losing to the Union fresh-
men, 83-64. The loss brings the Bantams '
record to 5-2. The Dutchmen, enjoying a fine
season, are 9-1.
The frosh, as in their other loss, fell behind
early in the contest. They were unable to put
together a steady offense and were down by
as many as 20 points. Just before.the half the
Bantams settled down and, led by Ron
Duckett, went in to the locker room losing by
only eight, 45-37.
The Trinity zone was effective in forcing
Union to take the outside shot. Un-
fortunately for the Bants, however, guard
Carmody and Westbrook connected on to a
good percentage of these shots; when they
missed, the Dutchmen were crashing the
boards and getting second and third shots.
In the second half, Trinity pulled within
five points, but Union would not let the
Bantams get any closer. Picking up their
pressure on the boards, the Dutchmen
gradually puiled away and opened up a 14
point lead which they held for the remainder
of the game.
Ron Duckett had another sparkling night
tor the Bantams . Duckett finished with 25
points, 18 in the first half, and 9 rebounds.
Ron Waters had 16 rebounds while throwing
in 10 points.
The Ban t fms just did not play their own
control type of ball game which they
demonstrated so well in their pre-Christmas
vi"tories. "We broke away from our set-up
style of offense," commented Coach Sferro,
"and any time you aren ' t playing your own
game you're in trouble." Twenty-three
turnovers in the first half give a good in-
dication of the "helter-skelter offense"
which the Bantams tried to run.
Coach Sferro was also disappointed with
his t eam's rebounding. "We gave a very,
very poor performance on the boards ."
Sferro is going to make a couple of
changes in personnel for the game
tomorrow night against Kingswood. John
Allen and Jeff Corrigan, two who have been
playing more and more recently, will be
inserted into the s tar t ing lineup. "Allen has
shown that he really wants to play; he has
been very aggressive recently. Jeff is a take
charge type of guard who might be able to
settle down our offense."
The Kingswood g a m e will begin a t 6:00
p.m. in the Fe r r i s Gymnasium.
TRINITY FROSH
FG FT TP
Kahn
Duckett
Kindl
Waters
Fenkel
Martin
Borges
Corrigan
Allen
Covington
1
10
5
5
1
2
0
0
0
0
24
0
5
2
0
0
1
2
5
0
1
16
2
25
12'
10
2
5
2
5
0
1
64
UNION FROSH
Carmody
Dwyer
Westbrook
Donnelly
Hughes
Reichenbach
White
Combs
O'Brien
TRINITY
Union
FG FT T P
6 3 15
0
10
0
1
6
1
5
3
32
1
22
1
3
17
4
It's Wolcott to be Good (La wson Photo)
J im Wolcott lofts the ball in against Williams last week. The senior forward is averaging
8.6 points per game. The Bantams play Rochester tomorrow night at the Ferr i s Athletic
Center at 8 p.m..
0 10
4 10
19 83
TEAM
Union
Wesleyan
Williams
Middlebury
Amherst
Bates
TRINITY
Colby
Bowdoin
Hamilton
Tufts
OVERALL STANDINGS JOCKS STANDINGS PTS.
W L PCT. W L PCT. FOR
1st 2nd Total
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LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Union 94 TRINITY 79
Rochester at TRINITY
Pace at Union
Wesleyan at Williams
Brandeis at Middlebury
Mermen Downed
By Springfield
The Trinity swimmers' two meet winning
streak had an abrupt end Wednesday as the
Bantams were drowned by Springfield 90-14.
The Bantams were unable to come up with a
: winner in the home meet, and had only two
second place finishers. The loss brought the
Bantams record to 2-3 on the year.
Coach Bob Slaughter said that the loss of
•top swimmers Charlie Mack and Ted Eynon
due to flu hurt the team, but that
Springfield was much too strong a team for
them to make any difference. Slaughter
said, "Springfield's record is 4-4 but they
swim against teams like Army and they just
hada team which was way out of our class."
Dave Hoffman and Dave Brown were the
only two Trinity point winners. Hoffman
took second place in the 1000 yard freestyle
while Brown took a second in the 100 yard
freestyle.
Despite the loss Coach Slaughter said that
he was extremely pleased with the swim-
mers' performance thus far. "We have
more wins, already this year than we had all
of last year," said: Slaughter, "and we still
have eight meets to go, We should compile
our best record in eight years this year. With
. a good freshman class next year we may
have quite a team, since most of our
swimmers' now are freshmen and
sophomores. The swimmers next meet is
against MIT tomorrow, away.
Colby 70 Tufts 56
Colby at Amherst
Bowdoin at Tufts
Hamilton at Binghamton
What a difference a year makes. Union,
with what is perhaps one of its best teams in
years, defeated Trinity, 94-79, on Tuesday.
Last year the Bantams were victorious 106-
98 over a relatively weak Union squad, but
this year was much different. Tuesday's loss
leaves Trinity with a disappointing 3-7 while
Union ran its record to 13-2.
Last year Union had sophomore Jim
Tedisco but not much else. Tedisco, a 5' 7"
high school Ail-American, was practically
the entire Union offense; he averaged
around 30 points a game but received little
scoring help from the rest of his teammates.
Opposing teams could allow Tedisco to have
his 30 points provided they could contain the
remaining Union Players, a task not too
difficult to accomplish.
This year Tedisco is back but Union is no
longer a one man team. Aided primarily by
sophomores Tom Bacher and Mike Doyle,
the Dutchmen have a more balanced attack.
s n n o
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Tedisco is only averaging around 23 points
this year, but he is the leader of a , ^y
strong Union team.
The first half of Tuesday's game was very
close with Union ending on top, 47-44. The
Bantams played well and led for most of the
half. Trinity, working well against Union's
man-to-man defense, received balanced
scoring support from a number of players.
Once the second half began Union came
out of its man-to-man defense and played a
zone. Thanks to the Bantams' poor outside
shooting, the strategy worked perfectly.
Trinity simply did not handle the zone well;
the Bantams, as in a number of previous
games, became very impatient on offense
and threw up mostly forced shots.
The outstanding player in this game was,
of course, Jim Tedisco. Tedisco, besides
leading Union'in scoring with 23 points, also
picked a number of assists on key passes to
teammates. Leading the Trinity attack was
captain Howie Greenblatt who scored 13
points, well below his season's average. It
should be pointed out that Greenblatt was
subpar for the game, having come down
with the flu before gametime.
Anchor's Aweigh (Lawson Photo!
A
"P1»or.mf"s tan K l e i n prepares to dive in Trinity's loss to Springfield Wednesday The
official holding Stan's toes is not attempting to get intimate with l a , but is checkbii to
make sure that he doesn't leave until his teammate touches the pool wall t K 1 % t 0
Fiechter Hill
Named Captains
Bayard Fiechter of Plymouth Meeting,
Pa., and Steven L. Hill of Jamaica, N.Y.,
have been elected co-captains of the 1971
Trinity College soccer team.
In another vote by the 1970 squad, Miss
Kathy F. Donaghey, a freshman from White
Plains, N.Y., was named manager of »ie
squad for next fall. She had been a"
assistant manager this season and wi»
succeed Duncan Salmon, a junior from
Wilmington, De.
Miss Donaghey is the first coed manager'
of a Trinity soccer team, but not the first for
a varsity team. The tennis and squasn
teams had previously named coed
managers.
Soccer mentor Hoy Dath, who a'*
coaches tennis and squash, said the §".
had volunteered and thev have been doing'
good job. * ,,
Fiechter, a starting cenlerhalf t" l S ' . •!
was named recipient of the Peter S. F's'
MVP award for his performance tP>
season, and sophomore halfback Donai
Burt received the Harold It. Shelter (M*1'
Improved) Trophy. Co -captain elect H»'lS
fullback.
